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Abstract Intraspecific genetic variation can have similar
effects as species diversity on ecosystem function; understanding such variation is important, particularly for ecological key species. The brown trout plays central roles in
many northern freshwater ecosystems, and several cases of
sympatric brown trout populations have been detected in
freshwater lakes based on apparent morphological differences. In some rare cases, sympatric, genetically distinct
populations lacking visible phenotypic differences have
been detected based on genetic data alone. Detecting such
“cryptic” sympatric populations without prior grouping of
individuals based on phenotypic characteristics is more difficult statistically, though. The aim of the present study is to
delineate the spatial connectivity of two cryptic, sympatric
genetic clusters of brown trout discovered in two interconnected, tiny subarctic Swedish lakes. The structures were
detected using allozyme markers, and have been monitored
over time. Here, we confirm their existence for almost three
decades and report that these cryptic, sympatric populations exhibit very different connectivity patterns to brown
trout of nearby lakes. One of the clusters is relatively
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isolated while the other one shows high genetic similarity
to downstream populations. There are indications of different spawning sites as reflected in genetic structuring among
parr from different creeks. We used >3000 SNPs on a subsample and find that the SNPs largely confirm the allozyme
pattern but give considerably lower FST values, and potentially indicate further structuring within populations. This
type of complex genetic substructuring over microgeographical scales might be more common than anticipated
and needs to be considered in conservation management.
Keywords Population structure · Genetic biodiversity ·
SNP · Allozyme · Biocomplexity

Introduction
Identifying and understanding patterns of population
genetic structure is an important task in evolutionary and
conservation biology, because such intraspecific, genetic
biodiversity represents results of evolutionary processes
that provide the basic units for future adaptation processes
(Allendorf et al. 2013). Research over the past decade
has reported that genetic biodiversity can affect species
productivity, diversity and viability (Reusch et al. 2005;
Lindley et al. 2009), resilience to environmental stressors
(Frankham 2005; Hajjar et al. 2008; Hellmair and Kinziger
2014) and adaptation to changing environmental features
including climate change (McGinnity et al. 2009; Barshis
et al. 2013). This knowledge is of key importance for sustainable management and is recognised in the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD; http://www.cbd.int),
and in the Strategic Plan for 2011–2020 where increasing
efforts to protect genetic diversity is called for (cf. Aichi
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Biodiversity Target 13; CBD COP Dec http://www.cbd.int/
sp/targets).
Genetic biodiversity has been suggested to be of particular importance in species-poor environments such as
the boreal forest biome (Pastor 1996; Jetz and Fine 2012),
including its fresh and marine water systems (Laikre et al.
2008; Johannesson et al. 2011). This is because genetically divergent populations within species can have similar
effects for ecosystem function, resilience and services as
species diversity does (Hughes et al. 1997), as empirically
demonstrated in some biological systems (e.g. Cook-Patton
et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2015). In salmonids, indications of
genetically divergent populations contributing to different
ecosystem roles include the portfolio effect documented in
sockeye salmon (Schindler et al. 2010), where intraspecific
life history variation stabilises ecosystem services, as well
as in lake whitefish, in which different ecotypes take on
different ecological roles as they occupy separate trophic
niches (Rogers and Bernatchez 2007).
The brown trout (Salmo trutta) is an important salmonid species in freshwater lakes and streams in the northern hemisphere, particularly in the mountainous areas of
Scandinavia. It is often one of a few occurring fish species, or the only one present, and thus of obvious ecological impact (Laikre 1999). Also, the brown trout represents
a high socio-economic value as target for both sports and
commercial fisheries (Marco-Rius et al. 2013). At the same
time, rapid climate change is expected to be particularly
severe for freshwater habitats such as the ones studied in
the present paper (Prowse et al. 2006; Ficke et al. 2007).
Taking all these aspects together, the brown trout represents a typical species to which the Aichi Target 13 of
the CBD Strategic Plan 2011–2020 applies and for which
increased efforts are needed to understand and safeguard
genetic biodiversity.
The brown trout typically shows high genetic structuring (Laikre 1999). In some freshwater lakes multiple and
genetically distinct, sympatric populations that also differ
in morphology, diet and life history traits have been documented (Ferguson and Mason 1981; Ferguson and Taggart
1991; Prodöhl et al. 1992; Duguid et al. 2006), indicating
different ecological roles of intraspecific groupings also
in this species. Likewise, such genetically, phenotypically
and ecologically divergent sympatric populations have been
reported in other freshwater fish species including perch,
walleye and rainbow smelt (Pigeon et al. 1998; Bergek and
Björklund 2007; Dupont et al. 2007), as well as in other
salmonids such as Arctic char and whitefish (Power et al.
2009; Gowell et al. 2012; Præbel et al. 2013; May-McNally
et al. 2015). In contrast, sympatric populations that are
cryptic, i.e. without visible phenotypic differences and
where genetic data have been needed to detect the structures—have rarely been documented. As far as we have
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been able to find, only two cases in each of the species Arctic char (Wilson et al. 2004) and brown trout (Ryman et al.
1979; Palmé et al. 2013) have been documented, including
the one that is the focus of this study.
In the present case, what appears to be two sympatric
brown trout populations have previously been documented
to occur in stable sympatry over a minimum of 19 years
(almost three generations) in two very small, interconnected
mountain lakes in a remote area in the Hotagen Nature
Reserve, County of Jämtland, central Sweden (Palmé et al.
2013; examining samples collected annually 1987–2005).
The two lakes—collectively referred to as Lakes Trollsvattnen—are part of a long-term genetic monitoring study
(Jorde and Ryman 1996; Charlier et al. 2012; Palmé et al.
2013) where the existence of the two genetic clusters was
detected when consistent heterozygote deficiency as compared to Hardy–Weinberg proportions became apparent
after several years of genetic monitoring using allozyme
markers (Jorde and Ryman 1996). The population structures occur in stable sympatry at about the same frequency
within both lakes and show no obvious morphological
dichotomies (Palmé et al. 2013). An extensive screening for phenotypic differences of the two clusters detected
only minor tendencies for morphological divergence, and
no indication of trophic niche separation (Andersson et al.
2016), in spite of a high genetic differentiation (FST ≈ 0.1;
Palmé et al. 2013). Differences did occur between lakes,
however, indicating the same pattern of plasticity with
respect to diet and morphology within both genetic clusters
(Andersson et al. 2016). This lack of trophic niche separation is in agreement with suggested food web limitations
of nutrient-poor subarctic lake ecosystems (Karlsson et al.
2009).
The present study focuses on further exploration of these
cryptic structures; delineating the spatial connectivity of
them, including their genetic relationship to nearby populations beyond the two lakes where they were originally
detected. We address the following questions: (a) can the
sympatric populations detected using allozyme markers be
identified with SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms)?
(b) What is the spatial distribution and genetic relationships
of the two populations with respect to brown trout in neighbouring lakes? (c) Are there indications of differences with
respect to spawning site?

Materials and methods
The study area is located in the Hotagen Nature Reserve
in central Sweden and includes several small oligotrophic
mountain lakes at an elevation of about 700 m (Fig. 1). The
system belongs to the uppermost part of the River Indalsälven catchment, which is flowing into the Baltic Sea. The
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Fig. 1  Lakes and creeks sampled for the present study. The
site is located in the Hotagen
Nature Reserve, County of
Jämtland, central Sweden. The
sampled lakes are in dark grey;
letters A–K indicate creek sampling locations. Small arrows
show the direction of water flow
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Lakes Trollsvattnen, where the sympatric clusters were
detected, comprise the two interconnected Lake Östra
Trollsvattnet (ÖT) and Lake Västra Trollsvattnet (VT). The
lakes are tiny—0.10 km2 (ÖT) and 0.17 km2 (VT), with
depths of 1–2 m for the major parts of the area; maximum
depths are 5 and 6 m for ÖT and VT, respectively. They
are included in a long-term genetic monitoring study, the
Lakes Bävervattnen Project, which focuses on spatio-temporal genetic variability patterns in natural populations of
brown trout in a pristine, conserved landscape with virtually no direct human manipulation of local fish populations (Jorde and Ryman 1996; Laikre et al. 1998; Palm and

Ryman 1999; Palm et al. 2003; Charlier et al. 2011, 2012;
Palmé et al. 2013). The study area is located c. 20 km from
the nearest road and is reached only after a full day of hiking in partly harsh terrain.
We collected about 100 fish annually during the past
three decades from each of Lakes Östra and Västra Trollsvattnet within the monitoring project, and in recent years,
we also sampled from selected neighbouring lakes. The
trout used in the current study were collected in 1987–2014
(total n = 8078; Table 1), and represent samples from
Lakes Trollsvattnen, VVT1, VVT2, Hästskotjärnen, Alfred
Larsa Tjärnen, Trollsflyn, Häbbersflyn and Häbbersvattnet
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Table 1  Sampling material of
the present study (cf. Fig. 1)
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Locality
Lake
Östra Trollsvattnet (ÖT)
Västra Trollsvattnet (VT)
VVT1
VVT2
Hästskotjärnen
Trollsflyn
Alfred Larsa Tjärnen
Häbbersflyn
Häbbersvattnet
Total lakes
Creek
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
K
Total creeks
Total lakes + creeks

Years sampled

n/year

Cohorts sampled

Total n

1987–2014
1987–2014
2004, 2012–2013
2004, 2012–2013
2004, 2012–2014
2011, 2013–2014
2013–2014
2012
2011

64–431
52–417
107–170
75–130
63–163
101–140
74–94
94
105

1979–2010
1977–2009
1994–2010
1996–2011
1994–2010
2001–2011
2005–2010
2002–2009
2002–2008

3107
3052
434
320
439
359
168
94
105
8078

2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013
2013

64–152
3–6
68–113
59–111
10–29
29–176
21–25
5–7
7
3

2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013–2014
2013
2013

216
9
181
170
39
205
46
12
7
3
888
8966

n = number of sampled fish

(Fig. 1). All sampling was conducted in late August–early
September. The fish were caught using gillnets of various
mesh sizes. Tissue samples of eye, muscle and liver were
collected for genetic analysis. Individual data on length,
weight, sex, reproductive status (mature to spawn or not)
were also recorded, and otoliths were prepared for subsequent age determination.
In addition to the above sampling from the lakes we
also collected young-of-the-year parr in the in- and outflows of Lakes Östra and Västra Trollsvattnet in 2013 and
2014 (total n = 888; Fig. 1). This sampling from creeks and
streams was aimed to target potential spawning sites of the
two populations and was done by single sweep electrofishing. We sampled a stretch of about 50 m at seven of the ten
localities, and about 75, 100 and 150 m at the three remaining ones, covering the whole width of the separate creeks.
Genetic data
When the long-term genetic monitoring study of Lakes
Bävervattnen Project started in the 1980s allozymes were
the only genetic markers available for large-scale screening of natural populations, and we have therefore continued to use allozymes to provide consistency throughout
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the project. All fish were genotyped at a standard set of 14
polymorphic allozyme loci [all of them bi-allelic except for
one locus (AAT6) where a third allele has been found in six
individuals]; these loci have been used within the monitoring project (for details of procedures and terminology see
Jorde and Ryman 1996; Palm et al. 2003; for locus nomenclature see Palmé et al. 2013). The screenings have been
carried out in our own lab which has scored allozymes
since the 1970s (Allendorf et al. 1976; Ryman et al. 1979;
Ryman 1983). All markers have been carefully evaluated
with respect to genotypic interpretation and inheritance (cf.
Allendorf et al. 1977; Ståhl and Ryman 1982; Ryman and
Utter 1987; Jorde et al. 1991).
In addition to the allozymes, we obtained SNP data
(3093 polymorphic loci) for 60 individuals collected
in Lakes Östra and Västra Trollsvattnet in 2004–2005,
30 fish from each of the two sympatric clusters originally identified with allozyme loci and denoted A and
B (Palmé et al. 2013). The individuals chosen for SNP
genotyping were selected on the basis of membership
coefficient to respective population and we only included
fish with a membership coefficient of 0.90 or higher
(based on allozyme genotyping and the structure software, see below, using data from Palmé et al. 2013). In
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total, each population (A and B) and lake (ÖT and VT)
was represented by 15 individuals (i.e. 30 per lake and
population).
DNA extraction and SNP genotyping
Muscle samples were frozen at −70 °C within 6 h of fish
collection. Genomic DNA was extracted from 50 mg tissue samples (n = 60) using DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit
from Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions and eluted in 100 μl elution buffer.
DNA quality was assessed by electrophoresing an aliquot through a 1% agarose gel and subjectively assessing
the proportion of high-molecular weight DNA relative
to degraded DNA. Samples showing relatively inferior
quality DNA were not genotyped but replaced with DNA
from another individual representing the same population and lake. Double-stranded DNA was quantified
using a Qubit fluorometer (ThermoScientific, MA, USA)
and normalised to 30–50 ng/μl.
SNP genotyping of 60 samples was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions using an Illumina iSelect SNP-array containing 5509 SNP assays (Illumina,
CA, USA). Briefly, this array included SNPs detected in
whole genome sequencing (WGS) data obtained from 16
individuals representing both domestic families and wild
populations, acquired from a Danish breeding program
and Norwegian rivers. The final set of SNPs included on
the custom array was arrived at after extensive filtering
of WGS SNPs, and selection of SNP subsets based on
their inter-SNP physical distance (60%), similarity to
Salmo salar cDNA sequences (20%), and high sequence
homology to larger S. salar scaffolds (20%; Sodeland
et al. in prep). Genotypes were assigned using an existing custom cluster file in genomestudio (version 2011.1),
and minor manual cluster correction was performed to
improve calling and produce the best data. The cluster file we used had been constructed through earlier
genotyping of several thousand samples from wild and
farmed populations, and had also allowed us to subjectively classify markers into performance categories.
This included “SNP”; defined as presenting three allele
clusters (AA, AB, BB) with theta positions at 0.0, 0.5
and 1.0, “MSV3”; multisite-variant showing three clusters but skewed so that theta positions are 0.0, 0.25,
0.5 or 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 or “other”; including markers with
low polymorphism rates and failed genotyping assays.
Average call rate for the 60 samples was 0.997 and only
polymorphic markers classified and behaving as SNPs
(n = 2853) and MSV3s (n = 240) were included for subsequent analysis resulting in a total of 3093 SNP loci.
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Statistical analysis
Allele frequencies and FST (Weir and Cockerham 1984),
quantifying spatial genetic heterogeneity, were estimated
using genepop (version 4.3; Raymond and Rousset 1995;
Rousset 2008). To obtain FST significance levels genepop
conducts an exact contingency test at each locus and combines the information from multiple loci using Fisher’s
method. This approach frequently results in elevated Type
I statistical errors (too many false significances; Ryman
and Jorde 2001; Ryman et al. 2006), and particularly so for
loci with few alleles; to avoid this problem we used chifish (Ryman 2006) for FST significance testing. This program applies a contingency Chi square test at each locus
separately and sums the corresponding Chi square values
and their degrees of freedom when combining results from
multiple loci. This approach has been shown to have a
high power for detecting allele frequency differences while
being less associated with excessive Type I errors (Ryman
and Jorde 2001; Ryman et al. 2006; updated version of chifish allowing the joint evaluation of up to 10000 loci now
available at http://www.zoologi.su.se/~ryman/). Deviations
from Hardy–Weinberg proportions measured as FIS and
their associated significance levels were obtained separately for each lake/cluster using genepop. Holm’s (1979)
sequential Bonferroni approach was applied to adjust significance levels when evaluating the results from multiple
testing as indicated in table legends.
We assessed the most likely number of populations (K)
that would correspond to the genotypic distribution in the
samples by individually based likelihood analyses using
the structure software (Pritchard et al. 2000; Falush et al.
2003). The default model allowing population admixture
and correlated allele frequencies was used. The burn-in
length and the number of Markov chains (MCMC) were set
to 250000 steps and 500000 replicates, respectively, when
estimating Q (assignment probability; the estimated membership coefficient for each individual in each cluster) and
likelihoods for different K-values (K = 1–10 for allozymes
and K = 1–5 for SNPs). Estimation of the most likely value
of K was repeated over ten runs and the output from structure was analysed using the structure harvester software
(Earl and vonHoldt 2012). We based our estimation of the
most likely number of K on ΔK (an ad hoc quantity related
to the second order rate of change of the log probability of
data; Evanno et al. 2005) given by structure harvester as
well as the log probability of data (lnPrX│K), another ad
hoc quantity given by structure. Mean individual membership coefficients (Q) to each population over the ten runs
were derived from the clumpp software (Jakobsson and
Rosenberg 2007).
We used structure on the following allozyme data sets:
(1) each of the 9 lakes separately (Fig. 1; Table 1), (2)
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Lakes Östra and Västra Trollsvattnet pooled (n = 6159), (3)
Lakes Östra and Västra Trollsvattnet pooled with fish collected in creeks draining to and from these lakes (n = 7047),
(4) the 60 fish that were typed for SNPs. structure was
also run for these 60 fish using SNP genotypes only.
We also performed a Discriminant Analysis of Principal
Components (DAPC; Jombart et al. 2010) implemented in
the adegenet package (version 1.4–2; Jombart 2008; Jombart and Ahmed 2011) in R (version 3.1.2; R Core Team
2014) for the SNP data. DAPC is a multivariate method
for exploring the distribution of genetic diversity between
groups that can be predefined. The method minimises the
within-group variation and maximises among-group variation by first transforming the genotype data into principal
components (PCs), followed by discriminant analysis (DA)
to define the groups. We assessed the number of clusters
using the find.clusters function, which runs successive
K-means clustering with a maximum K set to 12. The best
supported model for our data was K = 2 as it showed the
lowest BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) value. Forty
axes of the PCA explained ~80% of the variation and were
retained for the analysis.
We visualised the allozyme genetic relationship between
the localities and populations detected within the main
lakes (Östra and Västra Trollsvattnet) by constructing a
neighbour-joining phylogenetic tree using the poptree2
software (Takezaki et al. 2010). The tree was based on sample size bias corrected FST distance, because our samples
varied substantially in size, and the default number of bootstrap replications (1000) was used.
To see if any of the allozymes and/or SNPs seem to
deviate from neutrality we employed the software bayescan
(v. 2.1; Foll and Gaggiotti 2008; Foll 2012). Default settings—samples size 5000, thinning interval 10, pilot runs
20, pilot run length 5000 and additional burn-in 50000—
were used. Two separate bayescan analyses were conducted
on fish assigned to the two cryptic populations (A and B).
First, we analysed the SNP data set using the 60 fish scored
at 3093 loci (30 fish per cluster). Next, we focused on the
14 allozyme loci using the pooled material from Lakes
Östra and Västra Trollsvattnet (6159 fish assigned to cluster
A and B, respectively, using assignment probability Q = 0.5
as a cut-off). Detection of selection with bayescan is based
on comparisons of subpopulation-specific allele frequencies against the global level of differentiation (based on FST
coefficients; Fischer et al. 2011). Outliers were identified
using a false discovery rate (q-value) threshold of 0.05.
Population-based outlier analysis (such as bayescan) can
lead to biased results when there are admixed individuals
present (Luu et al. 2016). Because of this, we also tested
an alternative method implemented in the R-based pcadapt
software (v.3.0.3; Luu et al. 2016) for the dataset of 3093
SNPs. Underlying population structure was first ascertained
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with principal component analysis by testing K values up to
25. Based on the obtained ’scree plot’ (Fig. S1), the optimal
value of PCs to retain was between 2 and 4. Thus, the subsequent pcadapt analysis was conducted for K = 2, 3 and 4.
A false discovery rate was set to 5%, and loci with minor
allele frequency (MAF) < 0.05 (N = 361) were removed
from the analysis leaving 2732 loci.
We had varying sample sizes from the studied localities (Table 1) and wanted to address the issue of statistical
power for detecting a heterozygote deficiency at different
sampling sizes. A modified version of the powsim software
(Ryman and Palm 2006; cf. Palmé et al. 2013) was used
to simulate the drawing of samples of various size from
a mixture of two genetically diverged populations. We
assumed equal proportions of the two populations and a
divergence of FST = 0.1 and allele frequencies as observed
empirically (see “Results” section), and repeated the sampling 1000 times for each sample size.
Randomisation tests were used for exploring potential
differences in the amount of heterozygote deficiency (relative to Hardy–Weinberg expectations) among young-ofthe-year fish (parr) as compared to older age groups. The
tests were performed through comparisons of FIS values
using the poptools add-in for Excel (Hood 2010). The randomisation (reshuffling without replacement) was done
within loci as well as across all loci.

Results
Genetic structure with SNP versus allozyme markers
in Lakes Trollsvattnen
At the 14 allozyme loci we observed a significant heterozygote deficiency within each of the Lakes Östra and Västra
Trollsvattnet (FIS = 0.035 and FIS = 0.039, respectively, with
P ≪  0.001 in both cases), and structure suggested K = 2 as
the most likely number of populations within each of these
lakes (Online Resource 1, Tables S2 and S3). When pooling the material from both lakes we obtained FIS = 0.037
(P ≪ 0.001) and a structure suggestion of K = 2. Using
Q = 0.5 as the threshold for assignment to these clusters
(A and B) yields 3263 and 2896 fish assigned to clusters A
and B, respectively. These results are consistent with those
reported by Palmé et al. (2013), and the addition of nine
sampling years and 2019 individuals has thus not changed
the previous observations.
The SNP data largely provide consistency with
allozyme patterns (FIS = 0.022, P ≪ 0.001); the structure analysis combined with the Evanno method identified K = 2 as the highest hierarchical structure (Online
Resource 1, Table S4) when using the 3093 SNP markers. However, the log likelihood approach for this data
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proposed K = 4 as the most likely number of genetic clusters (mean log likelihood = −7500.6; Table S4) indicating that additional substructuring might occur in Lakes
Trollsvattnen. This four population solution suggests that
additional clusters are nested within the two main clusters, although only two individuals are assigned to a third
cluster (both within the original cluster A), and four to
a fourth cluster (all four within the original cluster B;
Online Resource 1, Fig. S2). Evanno et al. (2005) found
the ΔK approach more reliable than that of log likelihoods for determining the true number of populations.
Thus, for the purpose of the present paper, we conservatively focus on the highest hierarchical level identified
using the Evanno approach. The substructuring was further supported by the pcadapt analysis of the SNP data
where the first principal component separated the individuals into two distinct groups (Online Resource 1, Fig.
S3).
With respect to assignment probabilities (Q) of individual fish to the two main clusters A and B, the SNP data also
provide relatively high consistency with the allozyme data
for the same 60 fish (Fig. 2). When K was set to 2 and using
an assignment threshold of Q = 0.5, structure classified 55
of the 60 fish with SNP genotype to the same cluster as that
based on allozyme data (Fig. 2a, b). A similar result was
obtained using the DAPC approach (53 of 60 coinciding
classifications; Fig. 2c). Mean assignment probability to
each of the two clusters with SNPs was 0.95 for A and 0.81
for B, respectively (the 90% credible regions of individual
assignment probabilities are presented in Online Resource
2).

1.00

Östra Trollsvattnet

Investigating cryptic structures in lakes and creeks
neighbouring Lakes Trollvattnen
Our statistical power simulations suggest that with a
FST = 0.1 and the allele frequencies observed in the two
clusters we should be able to detect substructuring (i.e.,
heterozygote deficiencies) with a power of about 0.7 at
sample sizes close to 200 individuals (Online Resource Fig.
S5). At sample sizes of 300–400, the power increases to
0.8–0.9 (Fig. S5). Thus, the power for detecting heterozygote deficiency is reasonable for most of the lakes, but
weak for most of the separate creeks.
Heterozygote deficiency was not detected in any
of the seven neighbouring lakes when combining the
Västra Trollsvattnet Östra Trollsvattnet Västra Trollsvattnet
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Fig. 2  Membership (Q) coefficient plots showing individuals
assigned to cluster A and B,
respectively, for allozyme (a)
and SNP data (b, c) of the 60
brown trout that were scored for
both sets of markers. Membership coefficients were obtained
from structure (a) and (b), and
from DAPC (c) for K = 2. Each
fish is represented by a vertical
bar that denotes membership coefficient (Q) to the two
clusters; the fish are in the same
order in all three subfigures.
The fish were collected from
Lakes Östra (n = 30) and Västra
Trollsvattnet (n = 30; cf. Fig. 1)

The amount of divergence between the two clusters
differs for allozymes versus SNPs. Overall allozyme FST
between clusters using all the 6159 fish collected in Lakes
Trollsvattnen (ÖT + VT; Table 1) is ~0.1, whereas FST
is ~0.3 for the 60 fish used for SNP analysis. In contrast,
using SNP data for the same 60 fish (30 per allozyme cluster) we have FST ~ 0.03 (P < < 0.001). The allozyme divergence remains around FST = 0.1 over 28 sampling years and
30 cohorts (Online Resource Fig. S6), however there is a
slightly decreasing trend that is statistically significant for
sampling years (R = −0.66; P < 0.001) but not for cohorts
(R = −0.34; P = 0.07). Individual based dendrograms for
the 60 fish for the two separate sets of markers (Online
Resource 1, Fig. S4) also revealed a stronger divergence
between the two clusters for the allozymes than for the
SNPs.
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information from all allozyme loci (Table S2). Similarly,
structure only suggested K = 2 as the most likely number of populations within Lakes Trollsvattnen; in no other
lake did we find support for the existence of more than a
single population (Online Resource 1, Table S3).
When the young-of-the-year parr from all the creeks
were pooled (n = 888) we found a significant heterozygote deficiency for allozymes (FIS = 0.02; P < 0.05;
Online Resource 1, Table S5), but the significance was
not retained after Bonferroni correction. In contrast, no
heterozygote deficiency was observed when examining
each creek separately. structure suggests one population
as most likely for three of the four default models for the
pooled creek material; for the most restrictive model (no
admixture and uncorrelated allele frequencies) it suggests
two populations.
Genetic relationship among populations, lakes
and creeks
The phylogenetic tree visualising the genetic relationships among clusters A and B (of Lakes Trollsvattnen)
and all the other sampling localities had two major
branches. Cluster B is found together with two of the
electrofished localities on one of the branches, and cluster
A with all neighbouring lakes and the remaining spawning localities on the other (Fig. 3). Cluster B showed the
greatest genetic uniqueness in relation to the neighbouring lakes, while cluster A groups with Lakes Alfred Larsa
Tjärnen, Häbbersflyn, Häbbersvattnet and Trollsflyn.
Lake Hästskotjärnen, located east of ÖT (Fig. 1), comes
out as intermediate between clusters A and B (Fig. 3).
Cluster A had the strongest genetic resemblance to creek

Fig. 3  Phylogenetic tree
illustrating genetic relationships among clusters A and
B in Lakes Östra and Västra
Trollsvattnet (Lakes Trollsvattnen), the seven neighbouring lakes, and the potential
spawning creeks (A–G; cf.
Fig. 1, note that creek sites B,
H, I, and K are excluded due to
small sample size). The tree is
neighbour-joining and based on
sample size corrected FST. Numbers along the branches indicate
bootstrap values in percentages

localities A, D, and E, C, while cluster B was most similar to creeks G and F.
Heterozygote deficiency and assignment probabilities
among parr versus adults in Lakes Trollsvattnen
To examine whether the heterozygote deficiency among
adults in Lakes Trollsvattnen is greater than that observed
in the parr (which could indicate selection during development) we performed randomisation tests on observed FIS
values. We found no significant difference when comparing
the heterozygote deficiency (FIS) between young-of-theyear parr (age class 0+) and older age classes (separately
and combined) in those tests. However, FIS was consistently higher in each of the older age classes than in the 0+
age class (P < 0.05).
structure suggested K = 2 as the most likely number
of populations when the young-of-the-year parr (n = 888)
were pooled with adults from Lakes Östra and Västra
Trollsvattnet (n = 7047; using both the ΔK and log likelihood approaches; Online Resource 1, Table S6). The mean
of assignment probabilities (Q) to the two clusters were
relatively high for both adults and parr (Fig. 4). For adults
we find mean Q = 0.78 to cluster A, and mean Q = 0.79
to cluster B; 29% of the adults (n = 1778) had a Q of less
than 0.7 to the most likely cluster, and 30% (n = 1867) had
a Q of 0.9 or higher. For parr, mean Q were 0.78 and 0.74
to clusters A and B, respectively. In total, 35% of the parr
(n = 307) had an assignment probability of less than 0.7 to
the most likely cluster and 21% (n = 188) had a Q of 0.9
or higher. The 90% credible regions of individual assignment probabilities for both adults and parr are presented in
Online Resource 2.
The creek localities A, B, C, D, E and K were dominated
by parr with higher assignment probabilities to cluster A,
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Assignment probability (Q) to cluster A
Fig. 4  Distribution of assignment probabilities (Q; allozymes) to
cluster A for a adults from Lakes Östra and Västra Trollsvattnet and b
young-of-the-year parr from nearby creeks. Membership coefficients
(Q) were obtained from structure, using the model allowing population admixture and correlated allele frequencies. Among adults (total
n = 6159), 3242 and 2917 fish were classified as cluster A and B,
respectively, using Q = 0.5 as cut-off. Among the parr (total n = 888),
561 individuals were classified as population A and 327 as population
B

whereas parr with higher membership coefficients to cluster B dominated the localities F, G, H and I (Fig. 5). Within
each of the separate creeks, however, the assignment probability distributions suggested some degree of admixture
between clusters A and B at all sampling sites (Fig. 5).
Potential outlier loci
No allozyme loci were suggested as being under selection
(FST = 0.16–0.17, q = 0.89–0.91, log10(PO) = −1.13–0.93)
whereas four SNP loci were suggested to be under diversifying selection, i.e. q-values under 0.05 from the bayescan analysis; Gdist:S177676_2877, FST = 0.126, q = 0.001,
log10(PO) = 2.92;
Gdist:S424263_9861,
FST = 0.107,
q = 0.014,
log10(PO) = 1.557;
SalHit:S355030_2257,
FST = 0.134,
q = 0.019,
log10(PO) = 1.534;
and
Gdist:S455821_3746_1,
FST = 0.115,
q = 0.043,

log10(PO) = 0.889. To assess whether there could be
a physical relationship between the SNP outliers and
allozyme loci we compared their location in the genome
(chromosome and position). In the absence of an annotated
brown trout genome this was done using the closely related
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) genome. Allozyme gene ID
matches were found distributed across 15 S. salar chromosomes for all but 2 of the 14 analysed allozymes (Online
Resource 3). The four outlier SNPs were most likely
located on four different chromosomes, and three separate
allozymes appeared to be located on three of these chromosomes. However, the positions did not overlap and the
smallest physical distance between a SNP and an allozyme
on same chromosome was 30 Mb; thus, we do not anticipate that the outlier SNPs were associated with allozyme
genes.
The pcadapt analysis of SNP data suggested other outliers than bayescan. Depending on the K value, the number
of supported outliers varied from eight (with K = 3) to fourteen (with K = 2 or 4). Five loci—cDNA:S242162_9689,
cDNA:S36850_3607, Gdist:S153878_9142, SalHit:S440995_
2172, and SalHit:S453385_2176 were consistently identified
as outliers. These loci were mapped to five salmon chromosomes, three of which coincide with likely chromosomes for
allozymes. However, in no case do the positions overlap and
the smallest physical distance for SNP and allozyme estimated
to be located on the same chromosome is c. 6 Mb.

Discussion
We explored genetic patterns of cryptic, sympatric brown
trout genetic clusters identified with allozyme data in tiny
mountain lakes in a nature reserve in central Sweden. We
found that (a) these clusters have remained in relatively
stable sympatry over at least 28 sampling years (c. 4 generations), (b) the structures can also be detected with the
3093 SNPs applied here, but in line with previous results
from microsatellites (Palmé et al. 2013), the amount of
divergence is much smaller, (c) the spatial distribution
of the clusters is very different—one of them has a very
restricted distribution when looking at adults across a wide
geographic range, (4) the structuring is also observed in
juveniles, and (5) parr from particular creeks tend to group
preferentially with either of the two clusters, suggesting a
possible role of different spawning sites in maintaining this
structuring.
We did not find support for more than a single population occurring in any of the surrounding lakes indicating
that the cryptic, sympatric clusters, A and B, only occur
in sympatry in Lakes Trollsvattnen. However, for two of
the seven lakes sample sizes were relatively small and the
statistical power for detecting heterozygote deficiencies
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Fig. 5  Assignment probability distributions to cluster A for youngof-the-year parr from the potential spawning localities (creeks; cf.
Fig 1). Assignment probabilities were obtained using the structure
software (Pritchard et al. 2000) for K = 2 with parr pooled with adults

from Lakes Östra and Västra Trollsvattnet. Note that the scaling on
the y-axis at localities B, G, I and K differ from the remaining localities

was only around 0.5–0.6 (cf. Table 1 vs. Fig S4). Cluster B appears relatively isolated; it is the most genetically
unique group and only shows relatively close genetic
relationship (FST ≈ 0.027) with Lake Hästskotjärnen—a
tiny lake south-east of Lake Östra Trollsvattnet (Fig. 1);
with all other sampled populations, including population
A, pairwise FST range from 0.043 to 0.092 (Table 2). In
contrast, cluster A shows high genetic similarity with the
downstream lakes Alfred Larsa Tjärnen, Häbbersvattnet,

Trollsflyn and Häbbersflyn; FST between these lakes and
population A is very low (0.001–0.005) suggesting that
there is a high degree of connectivity among those lakes
and this population. The magnitude of this differentiation
among population A and the neighbouring lakes is similar to or smaller than what is typically observed between
brown trout populations within the same water system
when using allozyme markers (Ryman 1983).
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Table 2  Pairwise FST between localities (seven lakes) and the two clusters (A and B) of Lake Trollsvattnen over 14 allozyme loci (cf. Table 1;
Fig. 1)
Alfred Larsa
Tjärnen
Alfred Larsa
Tjärnen
Häbbersflyn
Häbbersvattnet
Hästskotjärnen
VVT1
VVT2
Trollsflyn
Cluster A
Cluster B

Häbbersflyn Häbbersvattnet Hästskotjärnen VVT1

VVT2

Trollsflyn Cluster A Cluster B

–
0.000
0.012***
0.016***
0.004**
0.002
0.005***
0.069***

–
0.004*** –
0.009*** 0.004*** –
0.053*** 0.070*** 0.092*** –

–
0.005
0.004*
0.016***
0.013***
0.003*
0.004**
0.001
0.083***

–
0.012***
0.015***
0.008***
0.001
0.003**
0.075***

–
0.005***
0.005***
0.010***
0.022***
0.027***

–
0.006***
0.011***
0.020***
0.043***

Significance testing was performed using chifish (Ryman 2006); significances retained after Holm’s sequential Bonferroni correction are in bold
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001

Cryptic, sympatric salmonid populations
To our knowledge, this is the first time that brown trout
cryptic genetic structures are mapped over several interconnected lakes permitting detection of disparate connectivity
patterns of cryptic populations. There are many reports of
non-cryptic sympatric populations of brown trout and other
salmonids coexisting over relatively short distances, such
as within the same lake (e.g. Ferguson and Taggart 1991;
Østbye et al. 2006; Power et al. 2009; May-McNally et al.
2015). However, such lakes are often substantially larger
and deeper than those in the present study, potentially permitting ecological divergence between the populations. In
our case, we find no indications of ecological niche separation between populations A and B (Andersson et al. 2016).
To our knowledge, there is only one additional case where
cryptic, sympatric populations of brown trout have been
detected within a very restricted geographical area, i.e.
that of Lakes Bunnersjöarna in central Sweden (Allendorf
et al. 1976; Ryman et al. 1979). Neither of the populations within Lakes Trollsvattnen and within Lakes Bunnersjöarna can be discriminated by the naked eye (Ryman
et al. 1979; Andersson et al. 2016), a feature that separates
these two cases from other reports on sympatric brown
trout populations.
Cryptic population structure is difficult to uncover
because sample sizes must be of a magnitude that allow statistical detection of heterozygote deficiencies and/or detection of more than one genetic group when using Bayesian
clustering techniques such as the one applied by the software structure (Pritchard et al. 2000). In a large genetic
structure study of another salmonid species—the Arctic
char (Salvelinus alpinus)—involving 43 lakes in Iceland,
Scandinavia and Great Britain, significant heterozygote
deficiencies suggesting multiple populations were detected

in 10 of the lakes (Wilson et al. 2004). These findings,
together with the present example and that of Lakes Bunnesjöarna might indicate that cryptic structuring is more
common in salmonids than previously anticipated.
Why different degrees of genetic divergence
between the clusters using allozymes versus SNPs?
Both allozymes and SNPs detect largely the same genetic
clusters, but the degree of genetic divergence between the
structures (FST) differs by at least one order of magnitude
between allozymes and SNPs. These results are compatible
with a model of two partly reproductively isolated populations where diversifying selection has acted on a restricted
part of the genome (including allozyme loci in this case)
whereas the dynamics of the remaining part is primarily
determined by genetic drift and migration (reflected for
most of the SNPs as well as at eight microsatellites previously reported by Palmé et al. 2013). Palmé et al. (2013)
estimated effective population size (Ne) for each of the
two clusters to be in the range 100–200. Assuming a finite
island model with two subpopulations of Ne = 150 exchanging two migrants per generation we would expect, using
equation A15 of Ryman and Leimar (2008), an FST ≈ 0.03
at migration-drift equilibrium. This value corresponds
to the results obtained for both SNPs and microsatellites,
whereas the allozymes, which may reflect selection, show
a markedly higher FST. A similar type of observation has
been reported for herring (Clupea harengus) in the Baltic
Sea (Lamichhaney et al. 2012).
Many of the allozymes used in the present study are
involved in cell respiration, and these metabolic processes
incorporate both nuclear-coded proteins and proteins
encoded by the mitochondrial DNA which must be compatible to work efficiently (Wolff et al. 2014). Compatibility
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between the nuclear and mitochondrial genes involved is
imperative, and individuals with mitonuclear mismatches
would have a non-optimal metabolism and experience a
selective disadvantage, which, in turn would lead to heterozygote deficiency and genetic differentiation (Wolff et al.
2014). We currently lack mitochondrial DNA data, and thus
cannot resolve whether this type of mechanism is operating
in our system. Observations in line with such a mechanism
of ontogenetic selection include that FIS is consistently
lower in parr than in all adult age classes (although randomisation tests do not yield statistical significance when
comparing FIS among 0+ to each older age class), and that
structure suggests a single population when analysing parr
only.
Could the allozymes be erroneously scored and heterozygote deficiencies and structuring only reflect artifacts and false genotyping? We do not consider this a
likely explanation because the allozymes in this study have
been evaluated thoroughly and used for decades within
the present and other projects since the 1970s in our lab
(e.g. Allendorf et al. 1977; Ryman et al. 1979; Ryman
1983; Jorde and Ryman 1996; Palm et al. 2003), as well
as in many other studies of brown trout (e.g. Ferguson and
Mason 1981; Ferguson and Taggart 1991; Duguid et al.
2006). We do not find heterozygote deficiencies in other
lakes in the area, neither the ones included in the present
study nor in other lakes that have been monitored as long as
Lakes Trollsvattnen with the same markers and for which
the same huge amount of data is available (e.g., Jorde and
Ryman 1996; Charlier et al. 2012). Thus, we are confident
that the patterns reported here for allozymes reflect true
genetic patterns of these markers in these waters.
Evolutionary origin of the sympatric populations
One possible scenario for two sympatric populations in
Lakes Trollsvattnen is that they represent two independent
colonisation events. It is presently unclear if brown trout in
the Fennoscandic mountain regions have a common, recent
evolutionary origin, or if present populations represent biodiversity shaped over longer evolutionary time scales than
since the last glaciation c. 7000 years ago. If such lineages
are coupled to mitonuclear mismatches the structures might
remain even with extensive gene flow between populations.
Parapatric origin with multiple colonisation events is
suggested as a likely explanation for co-existence in several studies of sympatric populations with genetic differentiation of the same magnitude as in ours, (e.g. Fraser and
Bernatchez 2005a; May-McNally et al. 2015). It is possible that such an explanation applies to the two clusters in
Lakes Trollsvattnen as well, and the differentiation pattern
observed appears most consistent with such a model. We
find that clusters A and B are more diverged from each
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other (largest pairwise FST, Table 2) than from neighbouring lakes, and this might suggest that they represent two
distinct lineages that colonised this area when ice of the
last glaciation disappeared around 7000 years ago. If they
had arisen in sympatry we would have expected them to be
more similar to each other than to the neighbouring lakes,
unless selection of some sort is involved. Further, we have
observed a minor decline in FST between the clusters over
time (Online Resource 1, Fig. S6), and this may suggest
that the populations are experiencing increasing interbreeding upon a recent secondary contact, supporting a parapatric origin hypothesis. Alternatively, the decrease of FST
might reflect changes in divergent selection pressures at
allozyme loci over time. We note, however, that the absolute change of FST is minor, and in the last year of sampling (2014) there is an increase that makes FST approach
its starting value in 1987.
Spawning sites
Different spawning sites for the two clusters A and B are
suggested by the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 3); young-of-theyear collected at creek localities A, D, E and C are most
genetically similar to cluster A, whereas parr at G and F
cluster more closely to B. One possible explanation for this
pattern is that populations A and B differ with respect to
outflow versus inflow spawning. The creeks dominated by
population A are downstream (with the exception of creeks
D and E), while predominant B creeks are upstream from
the main lakes. Such upstream–downstream spawning segregation has been documented in brook char (Fraser and
Bernatchez 2005b), as well as in brown trout (Ferguson and
Taggart 1991).
However, when examining the assignment probability
distributions in the young-of-the-year samples, we find parr
with relatively high assignment to both clusters at all sites,
possibly suggesting that spawners from both populations
use all the creeks to some extent. Typically, young brown
trout stay in their natal stream during the first year of their
life, starting to disperse around the age of 1–3 years (Elliott
1994; Elfman et al. 2000). Thus, it does not appear likely
that occurrence of parr from both clusters in the creeks is
caused by movement of young fish from their natal site to
the place of collection. Records of migrating parr under
one year of age do exist (Thorpe 1974; Bagliniére et al.
1994; Limburg et al. 2001), but such parr are reported to
migrate in autumn–winter, after at least one growing season (Trophe 1974; Bagliniére et al. 1994). We collected the
young fish in late summer-early autumn; thus, the bulk of
our samples should have been collected before such dispersal started. We also acknowledge that sampling of full
sibs in the parr material may pose potential problems in the
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deduction of the correct number of genetic clusters, which
could be a limitation of the present study.
If both populations are spawning in all creeks, one
potential explanation of the observed genetic structure
could be that they differ with respect to some microgeographical habitat factors such as water velocity and/or
gravel size. For example, Quinn et al. (1995) found a positive association between egg size and the preferred size
of incubation gravels in sockeye salmon, and suggest that
while larger eggs result in better survival of the young, they
also require more oxygen, which is disadvantageous at sites
with a denser substrate resulting from smaller gravel size.
In all, our current data suggest two sympatric genetic
clusters occurring only in Lakes Trollsvattnen. Separate
spawning locations of these clusters are indicated, but the
results are not fully conclusive. Further, divergence patterns differ markedly between allozymes and SNPs; this
issue also needs further exploration, and such work is currently underway.
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Conservation implications
Our results add information on the complexity of brown
trout population genetic structuring over restricted geographic areas in Scandinavian mountain lakes. Clearly, the
biodiversity of this species can be strongly and quite counterintuitively structured. In the present system the largest
genetic differences occur within lakes, whereas relatively
minor heterogeneities appear to exist over large parts of the
study area. This contrasts to what would be expected from
the strong homing behaviour of the species. Our data suggest that the largest loss of diversity in this system would
occur if the cryptic population B were reduced or removed.
Thus, loss of separate brown trout populations, even within
a single small lake, can apparently be associated with
considerable reduction of genetic variation. At the same
time, genetic exchange can occur relatively extensively in
a brown trout metapopulation system, as suggested by the
connectivity pattern of the cryptic population A in the present study.
Recognising the complexity that can occur over even
microgeographical scales is important in conservation
management of brown trout. Without genetic data it is
difficult to predict the effects on biodiversity that will
occur from removing or reducing parts of a brown trout
metapopulation. A general recommendation in such situations is to apply the precautionary principle, and make
sure that the full water system is recognised and taken into
account in the management planning.
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